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1 INTRODUCTION
14

1.1 THE APPLICATION AND THE COMPLAINT

15

1.1.1 On July 20, 1999 The Consumers’ Gas Company Ltd., carrying on business as Enbridge Consu
ers Gas (“ECG” or the   “Company”), applied to the Ontario Energy Board (the   “Board”) for a
blanket exemption from the Affiliate Relationships   Code for Gas Utilities[12JF4-0:1] (the
“Code”). The exemption related to support that ECG, the regulated utility, intended to provide to
  Enbridge Services Inc. (“ESI”) in connection with the transfer of   certain retail and service bus
nesses from ECG to ESI.

16

1.1.2 On September 21, 1999 the Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning Contractors Coalition Inc
(“HVAC” or “HVAC   Coalition”) referred a complaint against ECG to the Board under section
2.9[12JF4-0:106]of the Code. The complaint related to ECG’s conduct during the separation and
removal or “unbundling” of ECG’s retail and service businesses. The Board assigned file numbe
EB-1999-0518 to the complaint (the “Complaint”   or the “HVAC Complaint”).

Was page 2 17

1.1.3 On November 10, 1999 the Board advised ECG that the Board was not prepared to grant a blan
exemption, noting that ECG had not provided   sufficient specific concerns and had not cited sp
cific sections of the Code   from which it would require exemptions.

18

1.1.4 On December 7, 1999 ECG applied, this time under section 1.6[12JF4-0:44]of the Code, for the
following   exemptions:

19

• An exemption from sections 2.5.1[12JF4-0:71] and 2.5.2  of the Code to the extent neces-
sary to enable ECG to provide call centre support to ESI until January 31, 2000 in relation
to rental inquiries and  service requests; and

20

• An exemption from sections 2.2.3[12JF4-0:59], 2.2.4, 2.5.1[12JF4-0:71], and 2.5.2 of the
Code to the extent necessary to enable ECG to loan customer support personnel (“CSP
to ESI until January 31, 2000 in relation to the operations of ESI’s call  centre.

21

The Board assigned file number EB-1999-0517 to this application (the “Exemption Application”).

22

1.1.5 The Board issued a Notice of Application and Notice of Written Hearing (the “Notice”) on Decem
ber 16, 1999. The Notice provided that the Board would proceed with both the Complaint and th
Exemption   Application by way of a written hearing and that the Board would hear both at   the
same time. The Notice indicated that the Board intended to treat evidence   admitted in the Com
plaint as evidence admitted in the Exemption Application and evidence admitted in the Exemptio
Application as evidence admitted in the Complaint. The Notice also directed HVAC and ECG to
file their initial evidence and argument with regard to the Complaint and Exemption Applications,
  respectively, by January 7, 2000.
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1.1.6 At the request of HVAC, the Board subsequently extended the date for filing initial evidence an
argument for both HVAC and ECG to January   17, 2000.

24

1.1.7 On January 20, 2000 the Board issued Procedural Order No. 1 setting February 3, 2000 as the d
by which (i) HVAC and intervenors were to file evidence and argument relating to the Exemption
Application; and (ii) ECG and intervenors were to file evidence and argument with respect to the
  Complaint. Procedural Order No. 1 also set February 17, 2000 as the date by   which ECG an
HVAC were to file reply evidence and argument.

25

1.1.8 On January 31, 2000 the Board issued Procedural Order No. 2   setting February 10, 2000 as 
date by which intervenors were to file   argument with respect to the jurisdiction of the Board to
enforce the   Code.

26

1.1.9 By letter, dated February 2, 2000, the Coalition of Eastern   Natural Gas Aggregators and Selle
(“CENGAS”) requested late intervenor status in the Exemption Application and the Complaint, as
well as   the right to cross-examine an individual who had sworn an affidavit in   connection with
the Exemption Application. On February 3, 2000, at the request of ECG, the Board extended th
February 3, 2000 filing deadline to February 7,   2000 and indicated that it would establish new
times for filing once it determined how to proceed with respect to the requests that had been mad
by   CENGAS.

27

1.1.10 The Board granted CENGAS late intervenor status and on   February 24, 2000 the Board issu
Procedural Order No. 3 setting March 3, 2000 as the date by which (i) intervenors were to file argu
ment with respect to the   jurisdiction of the Board to enforce the Code; and (ii) CENGAS was to
file its evidence and argument with respect to the Exemption Request and Complaint. Procedur
Order No. 3 also established March 10, 2000 as the date by which ECG   and HVAC were to fil
reply evidence and argument.

Was page 4 28

1.1.11 On March 6, 2000, in response to a request by HVAC for an   extension, the Board issued Pro
dural Order No. 4, setting March 17, 2000 as   the date for ECG and HVAC to file reply evidenc
and argument. At the request   of ECG, the Board subsequently extended the date for filing rep
evidence and   argument to March 24, 2000.

29

1.1.12 The following parties intervened in the proceeding and made   submissions in relation to the
Exemption Request and/or the Complaint:

30

Enbridge Consumers Gas

31

Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning Contractors  Coalition Inc.

32

Sunoco Inc.
DocID: OEB: 12JLG-0
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Vulnerable Energy Consumers Coalition (“VECC”)  comprising of the Ontario Coalition Against
Poverty and the Ontario Coalition  of Senior Citizen’s Organizations

34

Enbridge Services Inc.

35

Consumers’ Association of Canada  (“CAC”)

36

Industrial Gas Users Association  (“IGUA”)

Was page 5 37

1.1.13 The following parties intervened in the proceeding but did   not make submissions:

38

Natural Resource Gas Limited

39

Ontario Hydro Services Company (now Hydro One Inc.)

40

Union Gas Limited

41

Energy Probe Foundation

42

Coalition of Eastern Natural Gas Aggregators and Sellers  (“CENGAS”)

43

1.1.14 Copies of all the evidence, exhibits and argument in the proceeding are available for review at t
Board’s offices. While the Board has considered all of the evidence and submissions presented
this   proceeding, the Board has chosen to reference these only to the extent   necessary to cla
specific issues on which it has made findings.

Was page 6 44
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2 THE EXEMPTION APPLICATION
46

2.1 BACKGROUND TO THE EXEMPTION APPLICATION

47

2.1.1 Effective October 1, 1999 ECG transferred the following retail and services businesses to its aff
iate, ESI:

48

• merchandise sales program,

49

• rental program,

50

• heating parts replacement program ( also known as  “HIP” or HIP PLUS”),

51

• customer maintenance program,

52

• customer appliance repair service,

53

• diagnostic service, and

54

• merchandise finance plan.

55

2.1.2 ECG submitted that this transfer accomplished the separation and removal or “unbundling” of th
retail and services businesses   from ECG’s utility operations and, in the case of the merchandi
finance   plan, from non-utility operations.

56

2.1.3 Section 1.6[12JF4-0:44] of the Code provides, in part,   as follows:

57

1.6 ... The Board may grant exemption to the rules set forth in this Code. An
exemption may be made in whole or in part and may be subject to conditions or
restrictions. In determining whether to grant an exemption, the Board may proceed
without a hearing or by way of an oral, written, or electronic hearing.

Was page 8 58

2.1.4 In connection with these unbundling activities, ECG has applied for the following two exemptions
from the Code:

59

• an exemption from sections 2.5.1[12JF4-0:71] and 2.5.2  of the Code to the extent neces-
sary to enable ECG to provide call centre support to ESI, until January 31, 2000 in relation
to rental inquiries and  service requests (“Call Centre Support”); and
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• an exemption from sections 2.2.3[12JF4-0:59], 2.2.4,  2.5.1[12JF4-0:71] and 2.5.2 of the
Code to the extent necessary to enable ECG to loan customer support personnel (“CSP
to ESI, until January 31, 2000, in relation to the operation of ESI’s call  centre (“Loan of
CSP”).

61

2.1.5 Effective January 1, 2000 both ECG and ESI began procuring customer care, information techn
ogy, and fleet management services from Enbridge Commercial Services Inc. (“ECS”), a wholly
owned direct   subsidiary of Enbridge Inc. As a result of these outsourcing arrangements after
December 31, 1999 ECG stopped providing customer care services, including   billing, credit an
collection, and call centre and related support to   ESI.

62

2.1.6 ECG subsequently advised the Board that since the transfer of   the services to ECS occurred 
January 1, 2000, earlier than was originally anticipated, the exemption would only be required fo
the period from October   1, 1999 to December 31, 1999 (the “Transition Period”).

63

2.2 CALL CENTRE SUPPORT

64

2.2.1 ECG advised the Board that the transfer of the rental business from ECG to ESI was more compl
than ECG had first envisaged. There was the need to segregate customer information for the ren
business from   customer information for gas sales and distribution services, and to integrate   t
information into ESI’s new database.

Was page 9 65

2.2.2 According to ECG, at the time of unbundling ESI did not have the customer information for ECG
nor the supporting infrastructure of its own that were necessary to handle rental service inquirie
ESI’s call centre   did not become operational until October 15, 1999.

66

2.2.3 ECG advised the Board that during the Transition Period rental customers would continue to ca
ECG’s call centre with service inquiries. In these circumstances, ECG’s CSP answered telepho
inquiries   from rental customers and, if service was required, ECG’s CSP would book   service
appointments with customers, complete service work orders, and forward   the orders to ESI by
means of a semi-automated procedure. ESI would perform the   work.

67

2.2.4 ECG requested exemptions from the following provisions of the   Code to the extent necessary
provide this call centre support during the   Transition Period:

68

2.5.1 A utility shall not preferentially endorse or support marketing activities of an
affiliate that is an energy service provider. A utility may include an affiliate as part
of a listing of alternative service providers, but the affiliate’s name shall not in any
way be highlighted.

2.5.2 A utility, including its employees and agents, shall not state or imply to con-
sumers a preference for any affiliate who is an energy service provider.
DocID: OEB: 12JLG-0
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2.2.5 In general terms, section 2.5.1[12JF4-0:71]of the Code precludes ECG from preferentially endors-
ing or supporting the marketing activities of ESI; as well, section 2.5.2 of the Code precludes ECG
from   stating or implying to consumers a preference for ESI.

Was page 10 70

2.2.6 According to ECG, all of ECG’s CSP received training in relation to the Code, including suitable
responses to rental service inquiries.   ECG took the position that while its conduct may be a te
nical violation of   the Code, it was not contrary to the intent of the Code.

71

2.2.7 HVAC questioned why ECG provided its own call centre as the interface between ESI and ESI
own customers. HVAC was also concerned that ECG’s reasons for transferring the rental progra
on October 1, 1999   were for tax and other purposes. HVAC argued that these are shareholde
issues,   not customer, ratepayer, or Board issues.

72

2.2.8 HVAC pointed out that section 1.1[12JF4-0:8]of the Code, in part, sets out the following purpose,
principal objective and   standards:

73

The purpose of the Affiliate Relationships Code is to set out the standards and condition
for the interaction between gas distributors,  transmitters and storage companies and th
respective affiliated companies.  The principal objective of the Code is to enhance a com
petitive market while saving ratepayers harmless from the actions of gas distributors, tran
mitters and storage companies with respect to dealings with their affiliates. The standard
established in the Code are intended to:

74

(a) minimize the potential for a utility to cross-subsidize competitive or non-monopoly
activities;

75

(b) protect the confidentiality of consumer information collected by a transmitter, dis-
tributor or storage company in the course of provision of utility services; and

Was page 11 76

(c) ensure there is no preferential access to regulated utility services.

77

2.2.9 HVAC submitted that the relevant consideration for the Board was whether the activities engage
in by ECG, and for which exemptions were   sought, were in breach of the Code, and, if so, wha
was the effect of the   breach.

78

2.2.10 According to HVAC the relevant consideration in terms of   “effect” of a breach of the Code is
dictated by the dual purpose of section 1.1[12JF4-0:8]of the Code: the enhancement of the com-
petitive market, and saving ratepayers harmless.

79

2.2.11 HVAC submitted that during the Transition Period ECG was acting as the interface between ren
customers and ESI. From rental customers’ perspectives they would call the “gas company” and
“Enbridge” technicians would come to their homes. In HVAC’s   opinion this amounted to prefer
DocID: OEB: 12JLG-0
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ential endorsement and implied preference by ECG for ESI contrary to sections 2.5.1[12JF4-0:71]
and 2.5.2 of the Code.

80

2.2.12 HVAC stated that its evidence indicates that ECG’s call centre support of the services of ESI co
fused customers and harmed the   competitive integrity of the energy services marketplace.

81

2.2.13 HVAC’s position was that if the Board finds that ECG was   in technical breach of the Code, bu
that the breach had no detrimental effect   in respect of these two Code purposes, then the exe
tions should be retroactively granted. If the Board finds that either or both of these Code purpose
have been compromised by ECG’s activities, then the Board should   consider what conditions 
impose under section 1.6[12JF4-0:44] of the   Code in order to remedy the detrimental effects.

Was page 12 82

2.2.14 Sunoco argued that ECG had other options: ECG could have postponed the transfer until ESI w
in a position to carry on the business, or   alternatively ESI could have purchased CSP services
the market. Both of   these options would have been consistent with the Code.

83

2.2.15 Sunoco stated that, contrary to the representations made in the Exemption Application, ECG d
not transfer service requests to ESI; rather ECG processed ESI’s service requests itself. As a res
ECG was   processing service calls for ESI. Not only was this inconsistent with   ECG’s represe
tation to the Board that customers would be transferred to ESI, personnel who would book servic
calls, but it led to the inevitable customer confusion over the respective roles of the utility and its
affiliate. This confusion manifested itself in customers swarming ECG with telephone calls when
technicians booked by ECG did come to customers’ homes.

84

2.3 LOAN OF CSP

85

2.3.1 ECG advised the Board that during the Transition Period, ESI received an unusually large volum
of service calls and also experienced unanticipated technical difficulties in the processing of ser
ice requests,   that gave rise to repeated calls.

86

2.3.2 In order to help rectify this problem, ECG “loaned”CSP to ESI on a temporary basis. The loane
CSP either worked in ESI’s call centre, where they dealt with customer inquiries, or assisted ES
in rectifying technical difficulties in processing service   requests.

Was page 13 87

2.3.3 ECG advised the Board that this problem was exacerbated by unanticipated technical problems
ESI’s systems and procedures for   dispatching service personnel. These problems gave rise to
repeat calls. Since callers could not always get through to ESI’s call centre, in many cases calle
decided to call ECG. From ECG’s perspective these were unexpected calls and, according to EC
it became concerned that emergency calls might not get through to ECG’s call centre as prompt
as would otherwise be the case. ECG’s position was that the best way of solving its own call cent
problem was by solving ESI’s problem and thereby eliminating “default” calls. Therefore ECG

“loaned” CSP to ESI on a   temporary basis.
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2.3.4 The seconded CSP included not only CSP, who worked in ESI’s call centre, but also superviso
for the seconded CSP and technical employees, who were working to solve ESI’s technical pro
lems. ECG estimated that during the period from mid-October to December 31, 1999 the numbe
of people “loaned” by ECG to ESI ranged from 30 to 90   people.

89

2.3.5 Sunoco argued that these problems were of ECG’s own   making and were a foreseeable and
expected outcome of ECG booking calls on   behalf of ESI, since customers would be confused
about the respective role of ECG and ESI. Sunoco argued that it was ECG’s violation of the Cod
which   led to the problem of default callers.

90

2.3.6 Sunoco submitted that ECG’s practices constituted a   course of conduct in which ECG subord
nated the importance of complying with the Code to its desire to assist its affiliate. It was argued
that ECG knew that ESI was not prepared to operate in October, 1999, but it decided to procee
with the unbundling in any event, rather than wait until compliance   with the Code was possible
Sunoco noted that after representing to the Board   that ECG would only transfer service calls t
ESI, it processed ESI’s   service orders directly, causing customer confusion over the respectiv
roles of the utility and its competitive affiliate. Finally, when customers, whose service appoint
ments were not kept contacted ECG, ECG lent its CSP to ESI; again choosing to assist ESI rath
than compliance with the Code. Furthermore,   these CSP accessed confidential information.

Was page 14 91

2.3.7 Sunoco argued that the letter and spirit of the Code are   neither mutually exclusive, nor isolate
elements; rather they are complementary and serve as mutual support. A violation of the letter
the   Code will be a positive indication of the violation of the spirit of the   Code.

92

2.3.8 ECG stated that prior to commencing work at ESI, ECG’s CSP were instructed to represent the
selves as ESI’s employees and were   trained with respect to the requirements of the Code. Th
fore from a   customer’s perspective the CSP “loaned” from ECG were not   distinguishable from
ESI’s own CSP.

93

2.3.9 In connection with the loan of these CSP to ESI during the Transition Period, in addition to exem
tions under section 2.5.1[12JF4-0:71]and 2.5.2 of the Code, ECG also requested exemptions from
sections 2.2.3[12JF4-0:59] and 2.2.4 of the Code, which   provide as follows:

94

2.2.3 A utility may share employees with an affiliate provided that the employees
to be shared are not directly involved in collecting, or have access to, confidential
information.

2.2.4 A utility shall not share with an affiliate that is an energy service provider any
employee who controls the access to utility services, or directs the manner in which
utility services are provided to customers, or who has direct contact with a cus-
tomer of the utility service.

Was page 15 95

2.3.10 ECG conceded that ECG’s loaned CSP were able to obtain access to ECG’s customer informat
while on duty in ESI’s call centre, but submitted that they were instructed to do so only in the fol-
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lowing   two situations: first, when responding to inquiries made by Heating Parts   Replacemen
Plan (HIP or HIP Plus) customers where ESI’s database was   incomplete because, in ECG’s s
mission, ECG had transferred incomplete information for many of these customers; and secondl
to respond to inquiries that were intended for ECG but were misdirected to ESI’s call centre. ECG
  contended that this saved the customer the inconvenience of making another call   to ECG.

96

2.3.11 ECG’s position was that it is inconceivable that the   loaned CSP and supervisory personnel to
confidential information on   ECG’s approximately 1.4 million customers with them. In addition,
ECG pointed out that while the CSP were on duty at ESI’s call centre, their access to ECG’s co
fidential information was not only limited, but also   used only for the purposes of responding to
customer inquiries.

97

2.3.12 HVAC argued that this call centre support confused customers and harmed the competitive int
rity of the energy services marketplace.

98

2.4 BOARD FINDINGS ON THE EXEMPTION APPLICATION

99

2.4.1 The Board recognizes that until October 1, 1999 ECG operated   the competitive rental and oth
services businesses within the same corporate entity as the regulated utility. The Board notes th
ECG’s decision to transfer the rental and services businesses to its affiliate, ESI, and the timin
of that transfer were solely in ECG’s discretion.

Was page 16 100

2.4.2 The Board notes that the Code is an end-state rule of conduct. It was anticipated that there may
circumstances when a utility might legitimately require an exemption from the strict compliance
with the Code. That is why the Code provides for a mechanism for the Board to grant exemption

101

2.4.3 The Board refused to give ECG the blanket exemption that it originally requested from the prov
sions of the Code for its actions during the Transition Period. The Board, however, notes that th
exemptions requested by ECG in the Exemption Application are limited to two specific activities,
call   centre support and loaning of CSP, and are of a limited 3 month   duration.

102

2.4.4 The Board appreciates that, during the Transition Period, ECG   incurred practical difficulties in
unbundling the rental and services businesses from regulated utility services. The Board notes th
many of these   problems were of ECG’s own making. While the Board is not convinced that
ECG’s actions were the only, or even the best, solution to these difficulties, the Board is likewise
not convinced that ECG’s actions were   unreasonable under the circumstances.

103

2.4.5 In determining whether to grant the exemption, one of the Board’s primary concern is protectio
of the ratepayer. The Board is   concerned ratepayers should not be adversely affected as they
transferred from being rental and services customers of ECG to being customers of ESI. Durin
the transition, customers must be protected and reassured that the services that were once provi
by ECG are still available. The Board is not convinced that by the granting of this exemption for
specific activities for the limited three month Transition Period the actions of ECG would have an
  undue effect of curtailing the development of a competitive market.
DocID: OEB: 12JLG-0
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2.4.6 On balance, the Board finds that the actions taken by ECG during the Transition Period, as mo
specifically set out in the Exemption Application, were reasonable under the circumstances to pr
tect the customers during the transfer of the rental and other services businesses from ECG to E
The Board would have granted ECG the exemptions it requested; however,   since the time for
which the exemptions were requested has expired, the granting of the Exemption Application ma
now be moot.

105

2.4.7 The Board expects ECG to comply with the provisions of the   Code in the future. The issue of
whether the actions taken by ECG go beyond the limited exemptions from the Code requested b
ECG, as set out in the Exemption   Application, is addressed later in this Decision.

Was page 18 106
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3 JURISDICTION
108

3.0.1 ECG raised four arguments with respect to the Board’s jurisdiction in the HVAC Complaint:

109

• The Code is itself beyond the jurisdiction of the Board to   the extent that it regulates the
conduct of ECG with respect to competitive   energy services, other than the sale of gas

110

• The Board can only regulate the actions of the utility and   not the “interaction” between
the utility and its   affiliates.

111

• The Board does not have the jurisdiction to hold a hearing to   consider the HVAC Com-
plaint.

112

• There are no remedies which the Board can impose on a gas   utility for a breach of the
Code. The only possible remedy in the Act is a fine imposed as a result of a conviction for
committing an offence under the   Act.

113

3.1 JURISDICTION TO MAKE THE CODE

114

3.1.1 The Code is a rule made by the Board under the authority of clause 44(1)(a)[12JF7-0:357]of the
Act, which provides that the Board   may make rules,

115

governing the conduct of a gas transmitter, gas distributor or storage company as
such conduct relates to its affiliates.

Was page 20 116

3.1.2 As noted above, section 1.1 of the Code describes the   principal objective of the Code as,

117

to enhance a competitive market while saving ratepayers harmless from the actions
of gas distributors, transmitters and storage companies with respect to dealings
with their affiliates.

118

3.1.3 The Code does not specifically define the “competitive market” to be enhanced; however, sectio
1.2 of the Code defines   “energy service provider” as

119

a person, other than an exempt utility, involved in the supply of electricity or gas
or related activities, including retailing of electricity, marketing of natural gas, gen-
eration of electricity, energy management services, demand-side management pro-
grams, and appliance sales, service and rentals.
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3.1.4 The substantive provisions of the Code limit the actions that   a utility can take with respect to a
affiliate which is an energy service   provider.

121

3.1.5 ECG submitted that the Board’s rule-making authority is limited and that the Code must be inte
preted in a way that comports with the Board’s objectives under section 2[12JF7-0:18]of the Act.

122

3.1.6 ECG argued that the broad definition of “energy service provider” in the Code would include affil
iates engaged in virtually all energy services. ECG submitted that the Board cannot use the Co
as a means of   enhancing competition in virtually all energy services but is limited, by   virtue o
section 2 of the Act[12JF7-0:18], only to “facilitate   competition in the sale of gas to users”.

Was page 21 123

3.1.7 ESI also argued that the Board has no jurisdiction to   regulate competition other than relating t
facilitating “competition in   the sale of gas to users”. There is no jurisdictional basis in the Act
which would permit the Board, through the implementation or enforcement of the Code, to act a
a “regulator” of competition in the energy services   sector.

124

3.1.8 HVAC, CAC and VECC each noted that the Divisional Court inAlliance Gas Management Inc.
v. Ontario Energy   Board, [1999] O.J. No 4852 ( unreported) held that :

125

Section 44(1)(c)[12JF7-0:362][and thus by implication 44(1)(a)[12JF7-0:357]] is
not subordinate in any way to other sections of the Act and must be given its full
meaning.

126

3.1.9 HVAC suggested that the express listing of certain objectives   for the Board in section 2[12JF7-
0:18]of the Act does not reduce the Board’s general public interest mandate. Section 44[12JF7-
0:355]of the Act does not expressly restrict the power of the Board to making rules only in relation
to affiliates selling   natural gas.

127

3.1.10 CAC argued that ECG’s analysis is wrong for a number of   reasons: it places a disproportiona
emphasis on the listed objectives; it ignores the plain meaning of section 44[12JF7-0:355]of the
Act; and it ignores the scheme of the Act as a whole.

128

3.1.11 CAC submitted that the statements of objectives provide a   guide to the interpretation of the le
islation and how the powers of a regulatory agency are to be interpreted and are not limiting in th
sense that the Board may not have regard to other objectives. The weight to be given to a purpo
statement depends on a number of considerations, including, among other matters, whether th
are other indicators of legislative purpose. Purpose statements, being really descriptive of the Le
islature’s goals, carry   less weight than substantive provisions. CAC argued that the effect of
ECG’s argument is to place a disproportionate weight on the purpose clause generally and one
the listed objectives in particular.
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3.1.12 CAC submitted that ECG’s argument ignores the scheme as a whole. The Legislature has gran
very broad powers to the Board to govern the conduct of the utility in relation to its affiliates and
did not define   what affiliate activities are to be included. While the Board cannot regulate   the
activities of the affiliates, it can create codes of conduct with the objective to ensure that monopol
power is not abused, regardless of the   activities of the affiliate.

130

3.1.13 VECC argued that promoting competition in other energy services also promotes competition
gas sales given the inter-related nature of these markets. VECC also argued that preferential tre
ment of an affiliate, such as highlighting its name or giving referrals without compensation, is an
implicit subsidy of the affiliate by the utility and so is captured in the Board’s mandate to maintain

just and reasonable rates.

131

Board Findings

132

3.1.14 Section 2[12JF7-0:18]of the Act states that the Board is to be “guided” by the listed objectives. It
is clear that the Board must consider these objectives in carrying out its statutory duties; howeve
the objectives set out in section 2 are not an exhaustive list of all  of the goals that the Board m
consider. The Board has a broad public policy mandate to regulate the conduct of monopoly uti
ties in the public  interest.

133

3.1.15 A role of the Board in enhancing the competitive energy services marketplace is to ensure that t
utility does not use its dominant  position in the storage, transmission, and distribution of gas to
frustrate the  development of a competitive market in other non-regulated energy  services.

Was page 23 134

3.1.16 The Board finds that it has jurisdiction to make the  Code.

135

3.2 THE INTERACTION OF THE UTILITY AND ITS AFFILIATES

136

3.2.1 Section 1.1 of the Code describes the purpose of the   Code:

137

to set out the standards and conditions for the interaction between gas distributors,
transmitters and storage companies and their respective affiliated companies.

138

3.2.2 ECG argued that the Board cannot regulate the   “interaction” between the utility and its affiliate
but can only   regulate the actions of the utility. Clause 44(1)(a)[12JF7-0:357] of the   Act allows
the Board to make rules governing the “conduct” of the utility as such conduct “relates” to an affil-
iate. The use of the   word “conduct” in this context limits the Board’s rule-making   authority to
the manner in which a utility conducts its business in relation to its affiliates. Its authority does no
extend to the manner in which an   affiliate conducts its business.
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139

3.2.3 ECG submitted that the purpose of the Code is inconsistent with clause 44(1)(a)[12JF7-0:357]of
the Act because the reference to   “interaction” in the first sentence contemplates reciprocal
actions; that is the action or conduct of an affiliate, as well as of a gas   utility.

140

3.2.4 CAC pointed out that there are three critical points about   this regulatory and policy framework
the Legislature believed that rules   governing the conduct of utilities in relation to their affiliates
were   sufficiently important to create a specific power authorizing the making of   such rules; th
power to make rules was given to the Board in its capacity as the expert agency; and the Legislatu
put few constraints on the power of the Board to develop and implement the rules which the Boar
feels are   necessary.

Was page 24 141

3.2.5 CAC noted that the issue is not whether the Code governs the   conduct of ECG, but whether, 
necessary implication, it also governs the conduct of ECG’s affiliates and its parent. CAC argue
that the danger is   that if the conduct of affiliates and parents is not governed by the Code, the
effects of the Code will be substantially weakened. If a utility’s affiliates and its parent can violate
the Code with impunity, the purposes of   having the rules, and the intention of the Legislature i
authorizing the Board   to make rules, would be defeated.

142

3.2.6 CAC submitted that it is important to emphasize that, as set   out in section 1.1 of the Code, the
“principal objective” of the Code is to “enhance a competitive market”. The Code is also intended
to protect the interests of consumers in three specific areas: to minimize the potential for a utility
to cross-subsidize competitive or   non-monopoly activities; to protect the confidentiality of con-
sumer information collected by a utility; and to ensure that there is no preferential access to re
ulated utility services. CAC expressed overall concern that if ECG’s position on jurisdiction were
accepted, then the Code would, for all intent and   purposes, be meaningless.

143

3.2.7 The combination of the deregulation of the sale of natural gas and the unbundling by the utilitie
of “ancillary services” has created an opportunity for abuse of monopoly power by the utility. This
is particularly the case in the market for ancillary services. CAC submitted that while the utility’s
affiliate entered a well-developed, highly competitive market for the sale of natural gas, the affil
iates providing ancillary services are entering a market that is undeveloped, has few competitor
and is   dominated by the utilities.

Was page 25 144

3.2.8 CAC noted that the legislation recognized the need for rules   to govern the relationships betwe
utilities and their affiliates if the risk   of abuse of monopoly power was to be controlled and the
market to develop   effectively. As a result the legislation gave the Board power to make rules,
among other things, governing the conduct of the gas utilities as such conduct relates to their aff
iates. The power set out in section 44[12JF7-0:355]of the Act is a very broad one and allows the
Board to develop whatever rules it feels are appropriate to govern that   conduct.

145

3.2.9 CAC argued that while the Code explicitly governs the conduct   of ECG, by “necessary implica
tion” it also governs the conduct of   ECG’s parent and its affiliates by virtue of their relationship
to the   regulated entity and by virtue of the objectives that the Code is intended to   accomplish
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Board Findings

147

3.2.10 The Board finds that the Code is within the jurisdiction of the Board. The Code does not directl
regulate a utility’s competitive, unregulated affiliate. The Code only regulates the activities of the
regulated  utility, including the conduct of the utility as it relates to both its  regulated and unreg
lated affiliates.

148

3.3 JURISDICTION TO HEAR THE COMPLAINT

149

3.3.1 Section 2.9.6[12JF4-0:111] of the Code provides that the   complainant may refer an unresolved
complaint to the Board. The Code does not   specify a procedure for such complaint referral.

Was page 26 150

3.3.2 ECG submitted that the Board does not have jurisdiction to adjudicate the HVAC Complaint sinc
the rule-making provisions contained in sections 44[12JF7-0:355]and 45[12JF7-0:385]of the Act
are silent and do not expressly provide the Board with original jurisdiction to hear a complaint. In
addition, the Code itself does not address the procedure to be followed by the Board once a co
plaint has been received.

151

3.3.3 Subsection 19(1) of the Act provides that the Board has   “in all matters within its jurisdiction
authority to hear and determine all questions of law and fact.” It was ECG’s position that subsec
tion 19(1) of the Act does not provide the Board with original   jurisdiction to treat a complaint
under a Code as, in effect, an application   for relief made by the complainant.

152

3.3.4 ECG stated that this position is supported by a letter to ECG from the Assistant Board Secretar
dated June 22, 1999, which indicates, in   relation to a different matter, that it was the position o
the Board that   section 19[12JF7-0:131] of the Act does not, in and of itself,   provide a jurisdic-
tional foundation for commencing a hearing.

153

3.3.5 HVAC noted that the comments of the Board with respect to its authority under section 19[12JF7-
0:131] of the   Act were in response to an application by ECG to an alleged breach by a gas   m
keter of the Code of Conduct for Gas Marketers[12JF1-0:1]( the “Gas Marketers Code”). The Gas
Marketers Code does not contain a provision referring complaints to the Board and HVAC note
that the licensing   of gas marketers gives the Board another vehicle for enforcement of the Gas
Marketers Code.

154

3.3.6 ECG noted that there is an alternative enforcement procedure   set out in sections 121[12JF7-
0:1067]through 125 of the Act. ECG suggested that the appropriate process would be for the dire
tor of licensing (the “Director”) to investigate alleged contraventions of the Code and commence
a prosecution where there are reasonable and probable grounds to   believe an offence has be
committed.

Was page 27 155

3.3.7 HVAC dismissed ECG’s position as to the proper Code   enforcement process as “extremely
strained”. HVAC asserted that the   Board has jurisdiction to make the Code and that section
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19[12JF7-0:131]of the Act gives the Board authority to “ hear and determine all questions of law
and fact” with respect to   the rules in the Code.

156

3.3.8 CAC submitted that there is nothing in the Act or the Code, which directly or by necessary impl
cation precludes the Board from   adjudicating a complaint, and it is clear from the scheme of th
Act and from the regulatory and policy context in which it was created, that the intention of the
Legislature was that the Board determines whether the Code has been breached and that it ma
the appropriate order based on that   determination.

157

Board Findings

158

3.3.9 Section 2.9.6[12JF4-0:111] of the Code permits a  complainant to “refer the complaint to the
Board”. Implicit in this language is that if the parties are unable to resolve the complaint, through
 mediation or some other alternative dispute resolution procedure, the Board  must ultimately b
able to determine the validity of the complaint.

159

3.3.10 Since the Board’s determination of whether there has  been a breach of the Code may affect t
legal rights of the gas utility, and perhaps others, in order to comply with the rules of natural justice
 procedural fairness dictates that the Board must give the parties an  opportunity to be heard.

Was page 28 160

3.3.11 The Board finds that it has jurisdiction to determine whether there is merit in the HVAC Complain
and to proceed by way of a hearing  in making that determination.

161

3.4 JURISDICTION TO IMPOSE REMEDIES

162

3.4.1 HVAC requested that if the Board found that ECG had breached the Code that the Board grant t
following relief:

163

• That the Board direct ECG to: develop and implement a  customer communication plan
which provides unbiased and clear explanation of  the distinction between ECG and ES
and of the distinction between utility  services provided by the former and non-regulated
competitive services provided by the latter; submit such customer communication plan to
the Board for approval; circulate such customer communication plan to the parties, which
 parties shall be provided with opportunity to submit comments to the Board on  the plan
prior to the Board’s approval of the plan and refrain from any  customer communication
not in accord with the Board approved plan.

164

• That the Board direct ECG to cease inclusion of ESI charges  on the ECG gas bill.

165

• That the Board direct ECG to cease directing callers for unregulated service, either by wa
of direct connection or provision of  ESI’s name or phone number, except for providing
ESI’s name and phone  number ( but not a direct connection) to callers who were ECG
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rental,  maintenance, protection plan, or financing plan customers and who are calling  i
relation to their ECG contracts during the currency of those  contracts.

166

• That the Board direct ECG to: immediately perform a Code  compliance review; publicly
file a report on such compliance review within 30  days of the date of the Board’s order;
provide copies of this compliance  review report to all parties to this proceeding.

Was page 29 167

3.4.2 ECG argued that HVAC’s prayer for relief is expressed in   terms of directives; that is, the Boar
would direct ECG to do, or to refrain from doing, the acts or things. Since these directives would
presumably be   embodied in an order or orders issued by the Board it was ECG’s position   tha
HVAC was essentially requesting the Board to issue mandatory or   prohibitory orders.

168

3.4.3 ECG pointed out that, unlike courts of superior jurisdiction,   the Board has no inherent power t
grant equitable relief, such as a declaratory judgement or an injunction of either a mandatory or
prohibitory nature. ECG submitted that the Act does not expressly give the Board a general pow
to make mandatory or prohibitory orders and, in particular, the Board   does not have express s
cific powers under sections 44[12JF7-0:355]and 45[12JF7-0:385]of the Act to impose a remedy
for breach of the Code. ECG noted that theStatutory Powers Procedure Actdoes not provide the
Board with any additional powers   in this regard.

169

3.4.4 ECG argued that HVAC’s claim seems to imply that the Board has a general public interest juri
diction and that the Board can (and   should) exercise such jurisdiction in order to grant HVAC’s
prayer for relief. ECG submitted that, absent clear and express words in its enabling legislation
a statutory tribunal has no general public interest   jurisdiction.

170

3.4.5 ECG submitted that this is not to say that the Board’s decisions or orders should not be informe
by the public interest. Indeed the Board is required to have regard for the public interest in its dec
sion-making process. It does not follow, though, that the Board can build “regard for the public
interest” into a jurisdictional foundation for a general power   to make any order that it considers
necessary in the public interest.

Was page 30 171

3.4.6 ECG also noted that powers conferred on a statutory tribunal   by its enabling legislation includ
not only such powers as are expressly   granted but also, by implication, all powers that are “re
sonably   necessary” to accomplish the objects secured by the legislation.

172

3.4.7 ECG pointed out that what is reasonably necessary by implication has been the subject of cons
erable jurisprudence. The case law   indicates that a determination of what, if any, powers are r
sonably necessary   requires a careful consideration of the following factors: the particular
legislative and regulatory context, including the purpose and scope of the enabling legislation; th
nature and extent of the powers that are expressly   conferred on the tribunal; and the nature an
extent of the powers that are   sought to be implied.

173

3.4.8 ECG argued that there is a two-pronged test as to when courts will imply a power: there must b
a practical necessity to do so; and there   must be a jurisdictional foundation to support the imp
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cation. Courts will not invoke the doctrine of implied jurisdiction when there is no practical need
to   do so or where there is no jurisdictional foundation to support the implied   power.

174

3.4.9 ECG also pointed out that courts are reluctant to imply a power where the enabling legislation h
prescribed an alternative mechanism for dealing with the matter at issue. In addition, courts hav
regarded the nature of the power sought to be implied, such that they are reluctant to imply jud
cial powers that have traditionally been exercised by superior courts in accordance with their inhe
ent jurisdiction.

Was page 31 175

3.4.10 As noted above, ECG submitted that the mandatory and prohibitory orders requested in HVAC
prayer for relief are akin to   mandatory and prohibitory injunctions. Injunctive relief is the tradi-
tional   preserve of the superior courts by virtue of their inherent jurisdiction. Since   the Act doe
not expressly confer these powers on the Board, it must be presumed that the Legislature conferr
only those powers ordinarily exercised by statutory tribunals, rather than superior courts, and th
Board should (and   the courts would) accordingly refrain from implying a power to make such
orders   in relation to the Code.

176

3.4.11 ECG agreed with CAC, VECC and HVAC that it cannot be   reasonably argued that neither the
legislation nor the Code itself contemplates that the Code could not be enforced. ECG, howeve
pointed to section 126[12JF7-0:1157]of the Act which provides that a person who contravenes a
rule made under Part III[12JF7-0:263] of the   Act, such as the Code, is guilty of an offence. An
offence under section 126[12JF7-0:1157]of the Act is a provincial offence and is subject to the
Provincial Offences Act(Ontario) (“POA”). ECG argued that the POA provides comprehensive
procedural provisions that govern the prosecution of provincial   offences. According to ECG th
enforcement of the Code in accordance with Part IX[12JF4-0:1066]of the Act and Part III of the
POA would   be entirely consistent with the purpose and the express provisions of both the   Ac
and the Code.

177

3.4.12 ECG noted that there is a distinction, in terms of   enforcement measures, between sanctions 
remedies. Sanctions are, generally,   penalties or other punishments, intended to deal with actu
breaches of   statutory authority. Remedies are the means available to prevent future   breache
provide redress for actual breaches. Remedies are accordingly prospective; for example, a man
tory order requiring a person to do a particular act, or, conversely, a prohibitory order forbidding
a person from   doing or continuing to do a particular act.

Was page 32 178

3.4.13 HVAC argued that implied in the rule-making power is that the   Board has the jurisdiction to
enforce its own rules. Therefore a necessary implication of the rule-making power is the power o
the Board to determine whether the rules have been breached. Also inherent is the Board’s jur
diction to make an order requiring the gas distributor to comply with the   rules and to determine
what is necessary for the gas distributor to comply with   the rules.

179

3.4.14 HVAC pointed out that the Board has been given the power to make rules “governing” the condu
of the utility and that this   governance of the utility is the “object”intended to be secured by   the
legislation. HVAC argued that enforcement powers are reasonably necessary to secure the obj
of “governing” the conduct of the   utility.
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3.4.15 CAC submitted that the mere existence of the rules is not sufficient to accomplish the goals of th
Legislature. If the rules are to have   their intended effect there must be a mechanism for their
enforcement, which is   flexible and responds quickly to changing market conditions. It would
defeat   the intention of the Legislature and the purpose for having rules if they could   not effec
tively be enforced.

181

3.4.16 CAC noted that while ECG’s argument focuses primarily on HVAC’s prayer for relief and in par-
ticular on HVACs request for “mandatory orders”, underlying ECG’s argument is a more funda
mental attack on the ability of the ’Board to enforce the Code at   all.

182

3.4.17 CAC noted that ECG participated in the development of the Code and at no point did ECG argu
that the Board could not enforce the Code.   ECG said that it would voluntarily comply with the
Code. Given this history, there is a legitimate expectation of the Board, the government and stak
holders   that ECG, while it might challenge the factual basis for the HVAC Complaint,   would
abide by the Board’s determination of the facts and any remedy   prescribed by the Board.

Was page 33 183

3.4.18 CAC submitted that there is nothing in the Act or the Code which directly or by necessary impl
cation precludes the Board from   adjudication of a complaint that there has been a breach of th
Code. It is clear from the scheme of the Act and from the regulatory and policy context in which
it was created, that the intention of the Legislature was that the Board determines whether the Co
has been breached and that it makes the appropriate   order based on that determination.

184

3.4.19 CAC agreed that neither the Act nor the Code contains any explicit power for the Board to enforc
the Code. The issue is whether it is   “reasonably necessary” to imply that the Board has the jur
diction to enforce the Code in order to secure the purposes of the Act. The fact that other statut
may contain express enforcement powers, in CAC’s view, is   not determinative. Although court
must refrain from unduly broadening the   powers of regulatory authorities through judicial law-
making, they must also avoid sterilizing these powers through overly technical interpretations of
enabling statutes.

185

3.4.20 It was CAC ’s position that the purpose of the Act, and in particular section 44[12JF7-0:355], is
to enhance the development of a competitive market and prevent abuse of monopoly power, usi
the mechanism of rules developed and enforced by the Board. To accomplish the purpose of t

Act, it is essential that the rules developed by the Board be   enforced effectively, that is by an
agency familiar with the relevant markets,   and quickly. It would defeat the purpose of the Act i
the rules were only enforced many months after the breaches complained of and the harm the ru
  were to prevent would have long since been done and could not be   remedied.

Was page 34 186

3.4.21 CAC submitted the existence of an alternative mechanism to   enforce the Codes does not ne
sarily mean that the Board does not have   enforcement powers. The crucial test is whether the
Board reasonably requires   the power to enforce the Code if the purposes of the Act are to be
achieved.

187

3.4.22 CAC submitted that while the adequacy of the alternative enforcement mechanism in securing t
purposes of the legislation is a relevant   consideration, the ability to prosecute for a breach of t
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Code does not   secure the purposes of the Act for a number of reasons: it would run contrary  
the clear intention of the Legislature if the Code were to be interpreted and applied solely by som
one with no specialized knowledge of the unique characteristics of the developing energy marke
the nature of the abuses which   the Code seeks to prevent are such that they must be dealt wi
quickly and effectively; and a fine, even the maximum amount permitted by the legislation, would
not be a deterrent to the breaches of the Code since the commercial value derived from abuses
monopoly power far outweighs the costs of a fine.

188

3.4.23 CAC further argued that it cannot have been the intention of the Legislature to vest broad powe
in the Board to develop and implement   codes of conduct but preclude any effective means of
applying those   codes.

189

3.4.24 HVAC, CAC, VECC and Sunoco each took the position that the Board has an implied power t
impose a remedy on a gas utility which breaches the Code. Provincial prosecution before a justic
of the peace, without expertise in the energy industry and with only the power to impose monetar
  penalties, is not an adequate enforcement mechanism. Therefore it is reasonably   necessary
the Board to be able to impose remedies for breaches of the   Code.

Was page 35 190

3.4.25 VECC also pointed out that the sanctions available to a   prosecution are substantially differen
from the remedial enforcement tools   that a regulator might employ.

191

3.4.26 ECG responded that refusal to imply such a power would not result in the frustration of the centr
role of the Board which is, in ECG’s submission, the regulation of the sale, transmission, distribu
tion   and storage of gas by gas utilities under Part III[12JF7-0:263] of the   Act.

192

Board Findings

193

3.4.27 Clause 44(1)(a)[12JF7-0:357]of the Act gives the Board the authority to make rules governing the
conduct of a gas transmitter, gas distributor or storage company as such conduct relates to its af
iates. The  “governing” of the conduct of the utility is one of the objects to  be secured by the leg
islation.

194

3.4.28 The Act does not contain an express provision granting the Board jurisdiction to impose a reme
for breach of the Code. The issue  therefore is whether it is reasonably necessary to imply such
power in order  for the Board to carry out its mandate.

195

3.4.29 ECG cited a number of cases to support its argument that  the power to enforce the Code sho
not be implied. However, these cases can be distinguished on the basis that they deal with matt
ancillary to the  regulatory tribunal’s central function. For example, in the cases cited by  ECG
courts have found that it is not reasonably necessary for a regulatory  tribunal to have the implie
power to award costs, investigate an alleged contempt, refer a matter to arbitration or complete t
production of documents  outside of a proceeding. In contrast to these cited cases, the power to
enforce  the Code is central to the Board’s mandate to govern the conduct of the  regulated util
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3.4.30 The power of the Board to make rules is hollow if it does not have an effective enforcement mec
anism. The alternate remedy, suggested by ECG, of provincial prosecution before a justice of th
peace would not be an  effective remedy for a number of reasons as suggested by the parties.

197

3.4.31 The Board believes that it not only has the jurisdiction to make the Code, it also has the jurisdictio
to enforce it.
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Was page 37 198

4 THE HVAC COMPLAINT
199

4.1 BASIS OF THE COMPLAINT

200

4.1.1 HVAC alleges that ECG has breached sections 2.5.1[12JF4-0:71], 2.5.2, 2.5.3, and 2.5.6[12JF4-
0:79] of the Code and that the cumulative effect   of these breaches has amounted to a course 
conduct that illustrates a   disregard by both ECG and its parent, Enbridge Inc., of both the lette
and the   spirit of the Code. In particular HVAC alleges that:

201

• the cumulative effect of individual breaches of the Code by  ECG have had the effect of
“preferential endorsement” by the utility of and direction of customers to its affiliate, ESI
contrary to  sections 2.5.1[12JF4-0:71], 2.5.2 and 2.5.3 of the Code;

202

• the inclusion of ESI’s customer charges on the ECG gas bill, as well as being an additiona
instance of preferential endorsement by the utility of its affiliate, is also in breach of section
2.5.6[12JF4-0:79] of the Code, since the gas bill is a  “utility service”; and

203

• evidence of physical coexistence of the utility and its affiliate, combined with the common
“badging” under the new  “Enbridge” name and swirled “e” logo, is in breach of  section
2.5.3[12JF4-0:73] of the Code and, in any event, aggravates  the effect of the principal
breaches of the Code.

Was page 38 204

4.1.2 Specifically, HVAC raised the following concerns:

205

• the use of the Enbridge name and logo,

206

• customer communications,

207

• the gas bill,

208

• call centre support, and

209

• other miscellaneous matters.

210

4.1.3 In general, ECG responded that HVAC’s complaint is ill founded and misguided. ECG denied tha
it had been engaged in a series of violations, deliberate or otherwise, of the Code. ECG submitte
that there is   no “course of conduct” and in consequence no “cumulative   effect” of preferentia
endorsement or direction of a customer by ECG to   ESI. ECG denied any violation of the Code
other than the technical violations   set out in the Exemption Application. ECG submitted that
HVAC’s evidence   is not only anecdotal, but also hearsay.
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211

4.1.4 ECG advised the Board that ECG and ESI have each made an outsourcing arrangement with E
for customer care and other services that   became effective on January 1, 2000. ECG noted th
customer care services   include meter reading, billing, credit and collection, and call centre and
related support. Therefore, ECG argued, ECS was responsible for customer care   functions, su
as call centre and billing.

Was page 39 212

4.2 USE OF ENBRIDGE NAME AND LOGO

213

4.2.1 HVAC argued that the “Enbridge” name and swirled “e”, “energy spiral” logo are now being used
to provide   ESI and ECG with a common public identity. While the Code does not include any
restrictions on use of the utility name and logo by an energy services affiliate, it does seek to ensu
that such use does not mislead customers. The “Enbridge family” branding is also important in th
context of considering the allegations of breaches of the Code’s prohibition against preferentia
endorsement and preferential direction of customers.

214

4.2.2 HVAC submitted that the “Enbridge” branding was   developed in anticipation of customer com
munication pieces and that this   rebranding was done largely through the auspices of the utility

215

4.2.3 HVAC also alleged that participation by the utility in the   use by the affiliate of the utility name,
logo (energy spiral) and other   distinguishing characteristics (phone numbers and call centre su
port) in a   manner which would mislead consumers as to the distinction between the utility   an
the affiliate, is contrary to section 2.5.3[12JF4-0:73] of the   Code.

216

4.2.4 ECG advised the Board that Enbridge Inc. owns the “Enbridge” trademarks and has granted EC
a licence to use these trademarks in connection with its utility business in Ontario. ECG stated th
  Enbridge Inc. has granted other affiliates a similar license to use these   trademarks.

Was page 40 217

4.2.5 ECG argued that since it was not the owner of the Enbridge trademarks, it could not control the
use by other members of the   “Enbridge” family.

218

4.3 CUSTOMER COMMUNICATIONS

219

4.3.1 Starting in July 1999, ECG began a series of publications, including bill inserts, infomercials an
direct mail styled as “customer information” pieces. ESI and ECG jointly published an “apology”
in the Toronto Star during the week of October 18,   1999.

220

4.3.2 HVAC submitted that to the extent that the utility feels it   appropriate to provide the public with
information on changes in the energy service marketplace the Code requires that such informati
must be provided in   a manner that neither highlights nor endorses the utility’s energy   service
affiliate.
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4.3.3 HVAC’s position was that the effect, if not the   intention, of certain ECG customer communica-
tions, both individual and cumulative, is to preferentially endorse the marketing activities of ESI
contrary to section 2.5.1[12JF4-0:71]of the Code and to imply to consumers a preference for ESI
in breach of section 2.5.2[12JF4-0:72] of the   Code.

222

4.3.4 In general, HVAC expressed concern that customer   communications by ECG and ESI confus
customers by means such as the   following:

223

• using the word “Enbridge” without  distinguishing whether they were referring to the reg-
ulated utility or  unregulated affiliate;

224

• stating that “Enbridge will continue to provide all the services you have come to count on”
without making the distinction  between ECG and ESI.;

225

• referring to the “Enbridge” family; and

Was page 41 226

• stating that “as always, your energy needs, safety and home comfort remain our top prio
ity” without distinguishing ECG from  ESI.

227

4.3.5 HVAC contended that the thrust of these customer communications was to attempt to transfer t
trust and confidence that customers have in the regulated distribution company to the supposed
  unsheltered competitive affiliate and that this is precisely the obfuscatory   effect that sections
2.5.1[12JF4-0:71] and 2.5.2   of the Code are intended to prevent.

228

4.3.6 ECG submitted that its customer communication plan is   separate and apart from the Enbridge
branding campaign, which encompasses the Enbridge name and logo. ECG stated that its custom
communication plan was   aimed at communicating the transition of the retail and services busi
nesses from ECG to ESI, to ECG’s constituency of customers and other stakeholders. ECG not
that its customer communication plan was premised on the principle that ECG would not abando
customers during the course of the   unbundling process.

229

4.3.7 ESI stated that it purchased the services and retail   businesses, that are the subject of the HV
Complaint, as a going concern, including the goodwill associated with the businesses. ESI subm
ted that   goodwill properly includes the customer relationships, contractual or   otherwise, asso
ated with those businesses.

230

4.4 THE GAS BILL

231

4.4.1 HVAC submitted that the largest impediment to a truly competitive energy services marketplac
is the continued billing for rental appliances (which HVAC claims affects in excess of 95% of the
ECG franchise territory gas customers) and other “grandfathered’ goods and services on the EC
gas bill.
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4.4.2 ECS is providing a billing service to both ECG and ESI by means of a single “Enbridge” bill. ECG
argued that the bill is not an ECG bill, but an ECS bill and therefore the Board has no jurisdiction
to   regulate the contents of the bill.

233

4.4.3 HVAC argued that the way the bill is printed obfuscates   rather than clarifies the distinction
between the regulated utility and the non-regulated competitive service provided by ESI under th
  “Enbridge” umbrella.

234

4.4.4 HVAC pointed out that for an ABC bill the identity of the competitive gas supplier and its direct
contact number are printed immediately   contiguous to the applicable charge, and the ABC bill
message printed at the bottom of the bill re-iterates for the customer that their gas is competitive
supplied, and the third party supplier should be contacted directly. In contrast, for an ESI bill, the

identification of the competitive supplier is   not contiguous to the rental charge but is footnoted
and a direct telephone number and advice regarding direct contact of “Enbridge Services” is no
provided.

235

4.4.5 HVAC also argued that the inclusion of ESI’s customer charges on the ECG gas bill constitutes
preferential endorsement by the utility of the affiliate and is also in breach of section 2.5.6[12JF4-
0:79] of the   Affiliate Code, which provides that “requests by an affiliate ... for   utility services
shall be processed and provided in the same manner as would be   processed or provided for s
larly situated non-affiliated   parties.”

236

4.4.6 HVAC’s position was that since the costs of ECG’s billing system are included in the ECG’s O&M
budget and recovered in   rates, these costs are currently an integral part of the provision of ga
distribution service; therefore the billing system must be considered a “utility service” as defined
in section 1.2[12JF4-0:13] of the   Code. As such, ECG must provide equal access to the billing
system to all similarly situated non-affiliated parties. HVAC’s position was that HVAC contrac-
tors have not been afforded access to ECG’s bill.

Was page 43 237

4.4.7 ECG submitted that the Code defines “utility   services” as “the services provided by a utility for
which a   regulated rate, charge, or range rate has been approved by the Board”.   ECG submit
that its rate or charge for billing has never been approved by   the Board,per se.

238

4.4.8 HVAC expressed the following additional concerns about the   new billing package:

239

• it was enclosed in an ECG envelope;

240

• it was printed on an “Enbridge” billing  sheet;

241

• it contained the following message below the list of charges: “All items billed on behalf of
Enbridge Consumers Gas unless  otherwise indicated”;
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• the bill also contained a footnoted message in respect of  the rental water heater charge
“Items billed on behalf of Enbridge  Services”;

243

• a rental water heater pamphlet, published by ESI was distributed with the ECG gas bill; an

244

• the pre-printed envelope for return payment is an ECG  envelope.

245

According to HVAC, this new billing protocol was a further breach of Section 2.5.3[12JF4-0:73]
and 2.5.6[12JF4-0:79] of the   Code.

246

4.4.9 HVAC submitted that ECG should be required to ensure, through a services agreement in resp
of these outsourced billing services, that the   bill sent on behalf of the utility and packaged in a
utility envelope with a utility return envelope, reflects only the utility charges, and is sent out on
a page with the utility name printed on it.

Was page 44 247

4.4.10 ECG advised that ECS’s use of ECG’s remaining inventory of mailing and return envelopes wa
a one-time event for the purposes   of the January billing cycle. ECG’s remaining inventory was
valued at   approximately $80,000 and instead of discarding the inventory ECG transferred   the
envelopes to ECS. ECG advised that the value of the inventory will be   credited against fees p
able by ECG for customer care services. ECS is now   using “Enbridge” mailing and return enve
lopes.

248

4.4.11 ESI submitted that the “Enbridge” corporate family has a basic right to organize its administrativ
functions in the most economically efficient manner, subject to the proper application of the Code
ESI stated that this right includes the ability to operate one billing system and one call centre an

to avoid the duplication of expense associated with   operating two of each.

249

4.5 CALL CENTRE

250

4.5.1 HVAC submitted that its “evidence ... indicated that the current call centre support by ECG of ES
confuses customers and harms the   competitive integrity of the energy services marketplace”. 
was   HVAC’s submission that, except for those former ECG customers transferred   to ESI and
who are calling about their pre-existing contracts, ECG should not   be preferentially identifying
(and thereby endorsing) or directing or   connecting callers to ESI.

251

4.5.2 HVAC also submitted that the increased complexity of the ECG call centre protocols grafted ont
its phone-in system to enable it to act as interface between its energy services affiliate and 1.2 m
lion rental   customers degraded the quality of, and accessibility to, utility services   available to
utility customers.

Was page 45 252

4.5.3 HVAC argued that the important principle is that an affiliate should not be able to provide its com
petitive services through the utility’s direct relationship with utility customers. HVAC compared
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this prohibition to the Board’s decision[12JLQ-0:1]in RP-1999- 0040, for standard system sup-
ply for electricity, where the Board confirmed that the utility must maintain its direct relationship
with the customer.

253

4.5.4 ECG’s response was that HVAC’s evidence is not   nearly as compelling in this regard as the s
mission implied. ECG argued, for   example, there is no apparent evidentiary foundation that ca
centre support   “harms the competitive integrity of the energy services   marketplace”. ECG als
argued that the anecdotal evidence of employees of independent contractors does not substant
HVAC’s submission.

254

4.5.5 ESI also responded that HVAC has offered no evidence as to the state of competition in the ener
services marketplace before ECG’s “unbundling” transaction. ESI submitted that HVAC has mad
no attempt to describe any impact on competition of ESI’s activity in the marketplace since Octo
ber 1999, much less any adverse effects of the alleged   Code violations.

255

4.5.6 ECG pointed out that its call centre is separate and distinct   from ESI’s call centre, but acknow
edged and that there are direct links   between them. ECG argued that the direct connect featu
provides customers with an expeditious means of contacting ESI’s call centre, when they are co
cerned about problems with heating equipment, instead of the unnecessary inconvenience of m
ing another phone call.

256

4.5.7 ECG advised that Board that of the total of 18 “stops” in the initial two layers of ECG’s Interactive
Voice System (IVR) only 3 routed customers to ESI’s call centre. Customers who reached thes
steps in the IVR system were presumably calling in relation to   one of the retail or service busi-
nesses that ECG transferred to ESI. In other words, the IVR system routed customers to the ret
or service business they   were presumably trying to reach.

Was page 46 257

4.5.8 ECG stated that its “no-abandonment” principle   for the customer communication plan include
in the case of the IVR system, the direct connect feature. The feature provided customers with a
expeditious   means of contacting ESI’s call centre, when they were concerned about   problem
with heating equipment, instead of the unnecessary inconvenience of   making another telepho
call.

258

4.5.9 HVAC expressed concern that the complex call centre protocols   resulting from the combined
ECG/ESI “option menus” for callers to the ECG phone numbers are not only obfuscating the dis
tinction between utility and affiliate, but are preventing utility customers from getting the utility
services that they need.

259

4.6 MISCELLANEOUS OTHER MATTERS

260

4.6.1 HVAC has raised a number of additional concerns, including   the following:

261

• in at least one reported instance, ESI used an old ECG  rental form;
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• technicians responding on behalf of ECG to calls to the  utility are, in fact,

263

preferentially endorsing and directing customers to  ESI;

264

• technicians are misrepresenting that only  “Enbridge” can re-start repaired furnaces;

265

• in some instances technicians are directing customers without even the customers knowin
until ESI technicians arrive at their homes;  and

266

• ESI technicians have been wearing ECG badges out in the  field.

Was page 47 267

4.6.2 ESI admitted that there was a transition period during which certain ESI districts used printed EC
furnace rental forms but that it has now printed its own forms. ESI acknowledged that ESI techn
cians may have been temporarily wearing ECG badges following the unbundling transaction, bu
this   has subsequently been corrected.

268

4.7 BOARD FINDINGS ON THE HVAC COMPLAINT

269

4.7.1 The Code has two principal objectives: first to ensure that   in the long term the actions of a reg
lated monopoly do not frustrate the operation of a competitive market; and secondly to ensure th
utility   ratepayers are not harmed.

270

4.7.2 While much of the argument in this proceeding has dealt with the first objective, the operation o
the competitive market, the Board is also cognizant of the second objective, no harm to ratepaye
The Board believes that theses two objectives are intertwined. The Board recognizes that in thi
particular case ECG’s customers, who were transferred to ESI, are also ratepayers of ECG. The
fore in the long run, it is in the interests of utility   ratepayers that competitive markets operate
openly and freely without undue   influence from monopoly utilities.

271

4.7.3 Ensuring that the regulated utility does not abuse its dominant position in financial matters, suc
as ensuring that ratepayers are charged just and reasonable rates and that utility operations do
financially cross-subsidize their competitive affiliates, is properly the subject of the rate hearing

process. However, the rate hearing process may not adequately address the potential damage
can be done to competitors of the utility’s affiliate as a result of cross-subsidization. In addition,
ensuring that the regulated utility does not abuse its dominant position with respect to non-mon
tary matters, such as preferentially endorsing a competitive affiliate or misleading or confusing th
consumers, is properly the subject of   compliance with the Code.

Was page 48 272

4.7.4 The Board acknowledges that ECG has the right to organize its financial affairs in an efficaciou
manner and to contract with ECS to perform customer care services, including billing and the ope
ation of the call centre. However, the Board is not convinced by ECG’s argument that because
has   contracted with its affiliate, ECS, to perform the customer care services, it   is absolved of
DocID: OEB: 12JLG-0
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responsibility to comply with the Code. This argument is   particularly weak when the Board con
siders that ECG and ECS are affiliates,   each controlled by the same parent, Enbridge Inc.

273

Use of Enbridge Name and Logo

274

4.7.5 While section 2.5.3[12JF4-0:73]the Code does not prohibit a regulated utility and its unregulated
competitive affiliate from using the same or similar name, logo or other distinguishing character
istics, it does seek to ensure that such use by the utility does not  mislead consumers as to the 
tinction between the utility and its  affiliate.

275

4.7.6 The Board recognizes that Enbridge Inc. is free to organize its business activities in a manner th
best suits the overall business  purposes of the “Enbridge” group of companies and there may b
valid business reasons why ownership of intellectual property rights is vested  in Enbridge Inc.
However, the Board does not accept ECG’s argument that it  has no control over the use of the
“Enbridge” name and swirled  “e” energy spiral and so ECG has not breached the Code. In the
Board’s view, which legal entity among the “Enbridge” group of  companies actually has legal
ownership of the “Enbridge” name and  swirled “e” energy spiral logo is not determinative of
whether  there has been a breach of section 2.5.3[12JF4-0:73] of the  Code.

Was page 49 276

4.7.7 A fundamental purpose of this provision of the Code and one  of the Board’s primary concerns
that customers are not misled as to the distinction between the regulated utility and its unregulate
affiliate. The Board notes that the legal name of the utility is “The Consumers’ Gas Company Ltd.”
and that “Enbridge Consumers Gas” is merely a trade name. The utility is not required to use th
trade name, nor the  “Enbridge” trademark and logo particularly if such use is in breach  of the
Code.

277

4.7.8 The Code requires the utility to “take all reasonable  steps” to ensure that its competitive affiliat
does not use the utility’s name, logo or other distinguishing characteristics in a manner that woul
confuse consumers as to the distinction between the utility and the affiliate. The Board agrees wi
HVAC that ECG has not demonstrated to the  Board’s satisfaction that is has taken all reasona
steps to deal with  the Board’s ultimate concern, which is customer confusion.

278

Customer Communications

279

4.7.9 The Board recognizes that there is a fine line between stating, on one hand, the fact that ECG a
ESI are affiliated companies and that the rental and other services businesses have been transfe
to ESI and,  on the other hand, ECG preferentially endorsing the services of ESI. The former  is
permissible; the latter is not.

280

4.7.10 The Board accepts ESI’s position that it has purchased the assets of ECG’s service and rental b
nesses, including goodwill, as  a going concern and that goodwill includes the customer relation
ships  associated with those businesses. Consequently, ESI is entitled to establish  its own
independent relationship with these customers. However, the concept of goodwill does not nece
sarily include the ongoing preferential endorsement by the vendor of the business activities of th
DocID: OEB: 12JLG-0
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purchaser. This is particularly  true when the vendor is a regulated utility and such preferential
endorsement  is contrary to the Code. In addition, ESI was aware of the provisions of the  Code
when it purchased the assets of ECG’s service and rental  businesses.
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4.7.11 While the Board is sympathetic to ECG’s concerns that its rental and service customers should n
feel “abandoned’ during the transition period, it has now been over one year since the unbundlin
took place. In the Board’s view this has been more than sufficient time for ECG to communicate
the fact to its customers that the businesses have been transferred and for ESI to establish its o
independent relationship with  these customers.

282

The Gas Bill

283

4.7.12 The Board finds that the gas bill is not “utility service” because it is not a service “provided by a
utility for which a regulated rate, charge, or range rate has been approved by the Board”. Therefo
there is no obligation under the Code for ECG to afford HVAC members with access to the ECG
bill.

284

4.7.13 The Board recognizes that during the transition there may  have been isolated incidents of EC
using ECG’s inventory of mailing and return envelopes which may be a technical violation of the
Code.

285

4.7.14 The Board agrees with HVAC that the way the gas bill is printed under the “Enbridge” umbrella
obfuscates rather than  clarifies the distinction between the ECG and ESI. The gas bill does no
clearly delineate the services performed by the utility from the competitive services of its affiliate

Was page 51 286

Call Centre

287

4.7.15 The Board understands ECG’s desire to be helpful to customers who have mistakenly called EC
rather than ESI. However, directly linking these customers to ESI to save them the inconvenienc
of making an additional call, is not sufficient reason alone to mitigate the potential customer con
fusion and perceived preferential endorsement of the activities of ESI that this direct link provides

288

4.7.16 It is critical that the operations of ECG and ESI be  separate and distinct from the customer’s p
spective. While the Board understands that there may have been some initial confusion during th
unbundling process, ECG has had ample opportunity over the past year to advise its customers
the transfer of the rental and services business to ESI;  therefore the number of calls intended f
ESI and misdirected to ECG should be  minimal.

289

Miscellaneous Other Matters

290

4.7.17 The Board acknowledges that there may have been other miscellaneous breaches of the Code
considers them to be minor transgressions of a temporary nature during the unbundling transitio
DocID: OEB: 12JLG-0
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Relief

292

4.7.18 Based on the evidence, the Board shares HVAC’s concerns that ECG has engaged in a cours
conduct the cumulative effect of  which has resulted in the preferential endorsement and suppo
the marketing  activities of ESI and has implied to consumers ECG’s preference for its  affiliate,
ESI.
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4.7.19 In particular the Board agrees with HVAC that ECG has not  taken all reasonable steps to ens
that ESI’s use of the  “Enbridge” name and logo do not mislead customers as to the  distinction
between the ECG and ESI, and that the effect of all of ECG’s customer communications, includin
the gas bill and the call centre, both  individual and cumulative, is that ECG has preferentially
endorsed and supported the marketing activities of ESI and has implied to consumers a preferen
for ESI.

294

4.7.20 However, the Board is concerned that the relief requested by HVAC is over reaching and may n
be necessary. The Board is reluctant to  micro-manage ECG’s business and is concerned that 
were to grant the  relief requested by HVAC it would be doing just that. For example, the Board
has neither the inclination nor the resources to review ECG’s customer  communications plan n
oversee a Code compliance review at this time.

295

4.7.21 This does not mean that the Board does not have concerns  regarding the actions taken by EC
but the Board is willing to initially give  ECG some flexibility in managing the transition.

296

4.7.22 The Board notes that this is the first time that the Board has been asked to adjudicate a compla
under the Code. Therefore, rather than  imposing a remedy at this time, the Board will set out th
actions which it  expects ECG to take to come into compliance with the Code.

297

4.7.23 ECG should make sure that, in all customer communications, ECG’s identity and services are s
arately set out from those provided by  other members of the “Enbridge” family. ECG should us
its complete trade name, Enbridge Consumers Gas, and should not use the name “Enbridge” alo
ECG can always use its legal name, The  Consumers’ Gas Company Ltd.
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4.7.24 The Board is concerned that the gas bill does not clearly delineate the regulated gas utility serv
performed by ECG and the competitive services performed by ESI. In particular, ECG should se
regate the  following information from all other items on the bill gas:

299

• a specific statement that the regulated services are performed by Enbridge Consumers G
and not merely Enbridge;

300

• the exact nature of the services performed by ECG;

301

• the charges associated with the services performed by ECG; and
DocID: OEB: 12JLG-0
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• a separate telephone number for customers to call for bill enquiry and service information
for ECG.

303

The Board will not require ECG to bill separately from ESI  at this time.

304

4.7.25 ECG’s IVR call centre should no longer automatically  link service inquiries directly to ESI. The
Board is confident that if ECG  clearly sets out the distinction between the regulated services of
ECG from  those of its competitive affiliates in all customer communications, including  the gas
bill, the number of truly misdirected calls will be minimal.

305

4.7.26 The Board is confident that ECG will take all necessary  action to address the concerns raised
the Board within the next 60 days. The Board directs ECG to file with the Board and serve on al
intervenors of record a report outlining the actions ECG has taken to reflect this Decision. If ECG
fails to take such action, the Board will have to consider additional remedies that are available t
the Board.
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Blank page
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5 COST AWARDS
308

5.1 COST AWARDS

309

5.1.1 Parties eligible for a cost award shall file their cost claims by November 7, 2000. The Board wil
issue its decision on cost awards in   due course.

310

5.1.2 The Board's costs shall be paid by Enbridge Consumers Gas   upon receipt of the Board's invo
DocID: OEB: 12JLG-0
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DATED at Toronto October 23, 2000

Sheila K. Halladay
Presiding  Member

George A. Dominy
Vice Chair and  Member
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